
 

 
 

No one is to take more than double bogey (that’s 2 over par) on any 
hole.  If you get to double bogey, score your double bogey, pick up 

your ball and move on!  This will help keep things moving! 
 

Mulligans become crucial in this format.  Use them as needed, but 
let’s be fair, use them correctly.  You can only use your own, no 

sharing mulligans! 
 

 
HOLE #1, Par 5: Longest Drive.  If you are in the Fairway past the marker, Text Zack with your 
name:  518-572-0526 
 
HOLE #2, Par 4: Driver Only! All team members must only use DRIVER for the entire hole (no 
utility clubs), this includes putting! 
 
HOLE #3, Par 4:  Irons Only.  All team members must only use IRONS ONLY for the entire hole 
(no utility clubs), this includes putting! 
 
HOLE #4, Par 4: Two Man Team Scramble. Team is divided into two 2-person teams that will 
both play a scramble. Team uses the lowest score from the two pairs. 
 
HOLE #5, Par 3: Regular Scramble 
 
HOLE #6, Par 4:  Elimination Hole. The players tee shot you use is out for the rest of the hole. 
The remaining three players finish the hole regular scramble style. 
 
HOLE #7, Par 4: ONE Club Per Player! Each player will select one club. (All team members may 
select a different club.) Then each shot must be played with their selected club. For example, if 
one player chooses a putter, that player must tee off with the putter, and hit all shots afterward 
with the putter. 
 
HOLE #8, Par 3: Regular Scramble  



 
HOLE #9, Par 4:  Two Man AGE GROUPING Scramble Two oldest teammates play together and 
two youngest play together.  Team uses the lowest score from the two pairs.   
 
HOLE #10, Par 4:  On the Green in 2! If you are on the green in two shots, take a birdie and 
move on!   
 
HOLE #11, Par 4: The TIPS! Everyone (except Seniors/ladies) plays from the TIPS – that’s the 
BLACK tees for you novices! 
 
HOLE # 12, Par 3: Closest to the Pin.  If you are inside the circle, Text Zack with your name: 
518-572-0526 
 
HOLE # 13, Par 4:  The Ladies! – Everyone plays from the ladies tee’s – that’s the RED tees.   
 
HOLE #14, Par 5:  Every Tee Hole. One person hits from the blue tees, one from the white, one 
from the gold and one from the red.  
 
HOLE #15, Par 3: Regular Scramble 
 
HOLE #16, Par 4: 2&2 HOLE. Team must select 2 players ONLY to hit tee shots. The remaining 2 
players must get to the green. All four team members get to putt. 
 
HOLE #17, Par 4: Rough Approach! The second shot must come from the rough.  If all four 
drives are in the fairway, the selected drive must be placed in the nearest rough.   
 
HOLE #18, Par 5: Fairway Drive Bonus! If all four drives are in the fairway you can move up to 
the “Drop Here” marker for your second shot.   
 
 
 

FROGHAIR Fun 50! 
 

 


